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We investigate equilibrium properties, including structure of the order parameter, superflow pat-
terns, and thermodynamics of low-temperature surface phases of layered dx2−y2 -wave supercon-
ductors in magnetic field. At zero external magnetic field, time-reversal symmetry and continuous
translational symmetry along the edge are broken spontaneously in a second order phase transi-
tion at a temperature T ∗ ≈ 0.18Tc, where Tc is the superconducting transition temperature. At
the phase transition there is a jump in the specific heat that scales with the ratio between the edge
length D and layer area A as (Dξ0/A)∆Cd, where ∆Cd is the jump in the specific heat at the d-wave
superconducting transition and ξ0 is the superconducting coherence length. The phase with broken
symmetry is characterized by a gauge invariant superfluid momentum ps that forms a non-trivial
planar vector field with a chain of sources and sinks along the edges with a period of approximately
12ξ0, and saddle point disclinations in the interior. To find out the relative importance of time-
reversal and translational symmetry breaking we apply an external field that breaks time-reversal
symmetry explicitly. We find that the phase transition into the state with the non-trivial ps vector
field keeps its main signatures, and is still of second order. In the external field, the saddle point
disclinations are pushed towards the edges, and thereby a chain of edge motifs are formed, where
each motif contains a source, a sink, and a saddle point. Due to a competing paramagnetic response
at the edges, the phase transition temperature T ∗ is slowly suppressed with increasing magnetic
field strength, but the phase with broken symmetry survives into the mixed state.
I. INTRODUCTION
Superconducting devices are often experimentally re-
alized as thin-film circuits or hybrid structures operat-
ing in the mesoscopic regime.1–4 At this length-scale,
where the size of circuit elements become comparable
with the superconducting coherence length, the nature
of the superconducting state may be dictated by various
finite-size or surface/interface effects5. This holds true
in particular for unconventional superconductors, such
as the high-temperature superconductors with an order
parameter of dx2−y2 symmetry that changes sign around
the Fermi surface. Scattering at surfaces, or any defect,
then leads to substantial pair breaking and formation of
Andreev states with energies within the superconducting
gap6,7. Today, the material control of high-temperature
superconducting films is sufficiently good that many ad-
vanced superconducting devices can work at elevated
temperatures8,9. This raises the question how the spe-
cific surface physics of d-wave superconductors influence
devices.
From a theory point of view, the physics at specular
pair-breaking surfaces of d-wave superconductors is rich
and interesting. The reason is the formation of zero-
energy (midgap) Andreev states due to the sign change
of the d-wave order parameter for quasiparticles scattered
at the surface6,7,10. In modern terms, there is a flat band
of spin-degenerate zero-energy surface states as function
of the parallel component of the momentum, p||, which is
a good quantum number for a specular surface. The large
spectral weight of these states exactly at zero energy (i.e.
at the Fermi energy), is energetically unfavorable. Dif-
ferent scenarios have been proposed, within which there
is a low-temperature instability and a phase transition
into a time-reversal symmetry broken phase where the
flat band is split to finite energies, thus lowering the free
energy of the system. One scenario is presence of a sub-
dominant pairing interaction and appearance of another
order parameter component pi/2 out of phase with the
dominant one11–14, for instance a subdominant s-wave
resulting in an order parameter combination ∆d + i∆s.
The phase transition is driven by a split of the flat band of
Andreev states to ±∆s. The split Andreev states carry
current along the surface, which results in a magnetic
field that is screened from the bulk. In a second scenario,
exchange interactions drive a ferromagnetic transition at
the edge where the flat Andreev band is instead spin
split15,16. A third scenario involves spontaneous appear-
ance of supercurrents17–19 that Doppler shifts the An-
dreev states and thereby lowers the free energy. This sce-
nario involves coupling of the electrons to the electromag-
netic gauge field A(R), and was first considered theoreti-
cally for a translationally invariant edge. In this case the
transition is a result of the interplay of weakly Doppler
shifted surface bound states, decaying away from the sur-
face on the scale of the superconducting coherence length
ξ0, and weak diamagnetic screening currents, decaying on
the scale of the penetration depth λ. The resulting tran-
sition temperature is very low, of order T ∗ ∼ (ξ0/λ)Tc,
where Tc is the d-wave superconducting transition tem-
perature. Later, the transition temperature was shown
to be enhanced in a film geometry20–24 where two par-
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2FIG. 1. For Bext = 0, the superfluid momentum ps forms a non-trivial planar vector field with a regular chain of sources and
sinks along the edge (each with winding number n = 1/2), thereby breaking continuous translational symmetry along the edge.
Matching saddle point disclinations with winding number n = −1 are formed in the interior, along the grain diagonals. Because
of the particular grain geometry, four edge sources at the middle of the sides and four corner sources plus an n = 1 source in
the center are matched by four saddle points near the grain center. The temperature is T = 0.1Tc, which is well below T
∗. As
a consequence, the splay patterns are rather stiff, leading to triangular shapes near the edges. The stiffness is clear from the
magnitude variation shown in colorscale and in the inset.
3allel pair breaking edges are separated by a distance of
the order of a few coherence lengths. The suppression
of the order parameter between the pairbreaking edges
can be viewed as an effective Zeeman field that splits the
Andreev states and enhances the transition temperature.
The mechanism does not involve subdominant channels
or coupling to magnetic field, but depends on film thick-
ness D, and the transition temperature decays rapidly
with increasing thickness as T ∗ ∼ (ξ0/D)Tc. In this pa-
per we consider a modified scenario25,26 where sponta-
neous supercurrents also break translational symmetry
along the edge. This scenario too does not rely on any
additional interaction term in the Hamiltonian. Instead,
as we will discuss below, it relies on the development of
a texture in the gradient of the d-wave order parameter
phase χ, or more precisely in the gauge invariant super-
fluid momentum
ps(R) =
~
2
∇χ(R)− e
c
A(R), (1)
where ~ is Planck’s constant, e the charge of the elec-
tron, c the speed of light, and A the vector potential.
This superfluid momentum spontaneously takes the form
of a planar vector field with a chain of sources and sinks
along the edge and saddle point disclinations in the grain
interior, see Fig. 1. The free energy is lowered by a large
split of the flat band of Andreev states by a Doppler shift
vF · ps, where vF is the Fermi velocity. This free energy
gain is maximized by maximizing the magnitude of ps,
which is achieved by the peculiar vector field in Fig. 1.
The balance of the Doppler shift gain and the energy cost
in the disclinations with ∇ × ps 6= 0 and the splay pat-
terns between them leads to a high T ∗ ≈ 0.18Tc. The in-
homogeneous vector field induces a chain of loop-currents
at the edge circulating clockwise and anti-clockwise. The
induced magnetic fluxes of each loop are a fraction of the
flux quantum and forms a chain of fluxes with alternating
signs along the edge. In this paper we study the thermo-
dynamics of this phase in more depth and investigate the
influence of an external magnetic field, explicitly break-
ing time-reversal symmetry. As we shall see, in the exter-
nal magnetic field, the phase transition is still of second
order and is still characterized by the non-trivial vector
field ps(R) breaking continuous translational symmetry
along the edge.
Which of these outlined scenarios wins will ulti-
mately depend on material properties of a specific high-
temperature superconducting sample, or material prop-
erties of other candidate d-wave superconductors, e.g.
FeSe. In the third scenario, studied in Ref. 25 and 26
and in this paper, the resulting transition temperature is
large, T ∗ ∼ 0.18Tc. It means that the interaction terms
in the Hamiltonian for the other scenarios would have to
be sufficiently large in order to compete. It is even pos-
sible that one or another scenario wins in different parts
of the material’s phase diagram15.
From an experimental point of view, the surface
physics of d-wave superconductors is complicated by for
instance surface roughness, inhomogeneous stoichiome-
try, and presence of impurities. The formation of a band
of Andreev states centered at zero energy is well estab-
lished by numerous tunnelling experiments, in agreement
with the expectation for d-wave symmetry of the order
parameter, as reviewed in Refs. 6 and 7. One consis-
tent experimental result is that the band is typically
quite broad, with a width that saturates at low tem-
perature. On the other hand, the establishment of a
time-reversal symmetry breaking phase remains under
discussion, see for instance Refs. 27 and 28. Several
tunneling experiments on YBCO29–31 show a split of
the zero-bias conductance peak, while others do not32,33.
Other probes indicating time-reversal symmetry break-
ing include thermal conductivity34, Coulomb blockade in
nanoscale islands5, and STM tunneling at grain bound-
aries in FeSe35.
As we argued in Refs. 25 and 26 within the scenario
with spontaneous loop currents, the split of the Andreev
band might be difficult to resolve in a tunneling experi-
ment because of the broken translational symmetry along
the edge and associated variations in the superflow field.
This leads to a smearing effect for tunnel contacts with
an area larger than the coherence length and an expected
wide, largely temperature-independent, peak centered at
zero energy. In fact, this would be consistent with most
tunneling experiments. With an eye to inspire a new
generation of experiments, we present results for the in-
terplay between an external magnetic field, that induces
screening supercurrents, and the phase transition at T ∗
into a state with the spontaneous loop currents at the
edges. After a brief overview in Section II of the quasi-
classical formalism that we use, we will in Section III
present results that show this interplay from different
points of view. First, we will show the spontaneous cur-
rents and induced magnetic fields and relate them to
the disclinations in the superfluid momentum; second,
we study the magnetic field dependent thermodynamics
of the phase transition. Finally in Section IV, we sum-
marize our results and provide an outlook.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
Our aim is to investigate the ground state of clean
mesoscopic d-wave superconducting grains in an exter-
nal magnetic field applied perpendicular to the crystal
ab-plane, as shown in Fig. 2. As a typical geometry we
consider a square grain with sidelengths D = 60ξ0, where
ξ0 = ~vF /(2pikBTc) is the zero-temperature supercon-
ducting coherence length. Here, vF is the normal state
Fermi velocity, and kB the Boltzmann constant. The
sides of the system are assumed to be misaligned by a
45◦ rotation with respect to the crystal ab-axes, inducing
maximal pair-breaking at the edges.
The external field is directed perpendicular to the xy-
plane,
Bext = −Bextzˆ ‖ cˆ. (2)
4+
+
-
-
FIG. 2. (Color online) The system consists of a d-wave
superconducting grain exposed to an external magnetic field
Bext = −Bextzˆ. The crystal ab-axes are rotated 45◦ relative
to the grain edges, inducing pair-breaking at the edges of
the system. The color scale shows the magnetic field Bind
induced in response to an external field of size Bext = Φ0/2A
at a temperature T = 0.2Tc. There is a diamagnetic response
carried by the condensate in the interior, and a paramagnetic
response carried by mid-gap surface Andreev states at the
edges.
We shall consider rather small external fields, and will use
a field scale Bg1 = Φ0/A, corresponding to one flux quan-
tum threading the grain of area A = D2 = 60ξ0 × 60ξ0.
The flux quantum Φ0 = hc/(2|e|) is given in Gaussian
CGS units. The field Bg1 is larger than the lower critical
field Bc1 ∝ Φ0/λ20, where vortices can enter a macroscop-
ically large superconductor, since the grain side length
is smaller than the penetration depth. We assume that
λ0 = 100ξ0, relevant for YBCO). The upper critical field
Bc2 ∝ Φ/ξ20 is much larger than any field we include
in this study. To be precise, we parameterize the field
strength as
Bext = bBg1, Bg1 ≡ Φ0A , (3)
and will consider b ∈ [0, 1.5].
A. Quasiclassical theory
We utilize the quasiclassical theory of
superconductivity36–38, which is a theory based on
a separation of scales39–42. For instance the atomic scale
is assumed small compared with the superconducting
coherence length, ~/pF  ξ0. This separation of scales
makes it possible to systematically expand all quantities
in small parameters such as ~/pF ξ0, ∆/F , and kBTc/F ,
where ∆ is the superconducting order parameter, pF
is the Fermi momentum, and F is the Fermi energy.
In equilibrium, the central object of the theory is the
quasiclassical Green’s function gˆ(pF ,R; z), which is
a function of quasiparticle momentum on the Fermi
surface pF , the quasiparticle center-of-mass coordinate
R, and the quasiparticle energy z. The latter is real
z =  + i0+ with an infinitesimal imaginary part i0+
for the retarded Green’s function, or an imaginary
Matsubara energy z = in = ipikBT (2n + 1) in the
Matsubara technique (n is an integer). To keep the
notation compact, the dependence on the parameters
pF , R, and z will often not be written out. The hat on
gˆ denotes Nambu (electron-hole) space
gˆ =
(
g f
−f˜ g˜
)
, (4)
where g and f are the quasiparticle and pair propagators,
respectively. The tilde operation denotes particle-hole
conjugation
α˜(pF ,R; z) = α
∗(−pF ,R;−z∗). (5)
The quasiclassical Green’s function is parameterized in
terms of two scalar coherence functions, γ(pF ,R; z) and
γ˜(pF ,R; z), as
43–49
gˆ = − ipi
1 + γγ˜
(
1− γγ˜ 2γ
2γ˜ −1 + γγ˜
)
. (6)
Note that with this parameterization, the Green’s func-
tion is automatically normalized to gˆ2 = −pi2. The co-
herence functions obey two Riccati equations
(i~vF ·∇+ 2z + 2e
c
vF ·A)γ = −∆˜γ2 −∆, (7)
(i~vF ·∇− 2z − 2e
c
vF ·A)γ˜ = −∆γ˜2 − ∆˜, (8)
where A is the vector potential. These first order nonlin-
ear differential equations are solved by integration along
straight (ballistic) quasiparticle trajectories. Quantum
coherence is retained along these trajectories, but not be-
tween neighboring trajectories. A clean superconducting
grain in vacuum is assumed by imposing the boundary
condition of perfect specular reflection of quasiparticles
along the edges of the system.
The superconducting order parameter is assumed to
have pure d-wave symmetry
∆(pF ,R) = ∆d(R)ηd(θ), (9)
where θ is the angle between the Fermi momentum pF
and the crystal aˆ-axis, and ηd(θ) is the d-wave basis func-
tion
ηd(θ) =
√
2 cos(2θ), (10)
fulfilling the normalization condition∫
dθ
2pi
|ηd(θ)|2 = 1. (11)
5The order parameter amplitude satisfies the gap equation
∆d(R) = λdNF kBT
∑
|n|≤Ωc
∫
dθ
2pi
η∗d(θ)f(pF ,R; n),
(12)
where λd is the pairing interaction, NF is the density of
states at the Fermi level in the normal state, and Ωc is
a cutoff energy. The pairing interaction and the cutoff
energy are eliminated in favor of the superconducting
transition temperature Tc (see for example Ref. 50) as
1
λdNF
= ln
T
Tc
+
∑
n≥0
1
n+ 12
. (13)
The above equations are solved self-consistently with re-
spect to γ, γ˜, and ∆d. As an initial condition, a homo-
geneous superconductor is assumed at the start of the
trajectories. Along the trajectory and after a few self-
consistent iterations, the information of the initial con-
dition is lost51.
We choose an electromagnetic gauge where the vector
potential has the form
Aext(R) =
1
2
Bext ×R. (14)
The total vector potential A(R), that enters Eqs. (7)-(8),
is given by Aext(R) and the field Aind(R) induced by the
currents j(R) in the superconductor [Eq.(21) below]:
A(R) = Aext(R) +Aind(R). (15)
The vector potential Aind(R) should be solved from
Ampe`re’s circuit law
∇×∇×Aind(R) = 4pi
c
j(R). (16)
To take the full electrodynamics into account, Aind(R)
also needs to be computed self-consistently in each it-
eration. However, the strength of the electrodynamic
back-coupling scales as κ−2, where κ ≡ λ0/ξ0 is the di-
mensionless Ginzburg-Landau parameter. The electro-
dynamic back-coupling can therefore safely be neglected
for type II superconductors (typically κ−1 ≈ 10−2 for the
cuprates).
The induced magnetic flux density is computed as
Bind =∇×Aind. (17)
We shall neglect the problem of the field distribution
around the superconductor and focus on the field induced
at the ab-plane where we have simply Bind = Bindzˆ.
B. Gauge transformation
Once the Green’s function and the order parameter
have been determined self-consistently, we can perform
a gauge transformation in order to make the order pa-
rameter a real quantity and in the process extract the
superfluid momentum ps. This can be illustrated by
transforming the Riccati equation in Eq. (7). To be-
gin with, the self-consistently obtained order parameter
is complex, i.e.
∆(pF ,R) = |∆d(R)|ηd(θ) eiχ(R). (18)
We make the ansatz
γ(pF ,R; z) = γ0(pF ,R; z) e
iχ(R), (19)
and put that into the Riccati equation. We obtain
[i~vF ·∇+ 2(z − vF · ps)] γ0 = −|∆d|ηd(γ20 + 1), (20)
where ps is defined in Eq. (1).
C. Observables
The current density is computed within the Matsubara
technique through the formula
j(R) = 2pieNF kBT
∑
n
∫
dθ
2pi
vF g(pF ,R; n). (21)
In the results section we shall show this current density
in units of the depairing current
jd ≡ 4pi|e|kBTcNF vF . (22)
The free-energy difference between the superconduct-
ing and the normal states is calculated with the Eilen-
berger free-energy functional36
ΩS(B, T )− ΩN (B, T ) =
∫
dR
{
Bind(R)
2
8pi
+ |∆(R)|2NF ln T
Tc
+ 2piNF kBT
∑
n>0
[
|∆(R)|2
n
+ iI(R; n)
]}
, (23)
I(R, n) =
∫
dθ
2pi
[
∆˜(pF ,R)γ(pF ,R; n)−∆γ˜(pF ,R; n)
]
. (24)
We have verified that this form of the free energy give the same results as the Luttinger-Ward functional25,39,48.
6The entropy and specific heat capacity are obtained from
the thermodynamic definitions
S = −∂Ω
∂T
, (25)
C = T
∂S
∂T
= −T ∂
2Ω
∂T 2
. (26)
III. RESULTS
In Fig. 3 we show the influence of a rather weak ex-
ternal magnetic field, B = 0.5Bg1, applied to the d-wave
superconducting grain with pair breaking edges for vary-
ing temperature near the phase transition temperature
T ∗. The left and right columns show the currents and
the magnetic field densities, respectively, induced in re-
sponse to the applied field. To be concrete we discuss
a few selected sets of model parameters, as listed in Ta-
ble I. First, for T > T ∗ (parameter set I), the expected
diamagnetic response of the condensate in the inner part
of the grain is present, see Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(e). On the
other hand, midgap quasiparticle Andreev surface states
respond paramagnetically. This situation is well estab-
lished theoretically and experimentally through measure-
ments of the competition between the diamagnetic and
paramagnetic responses seen as a low-temperature up-
turn in the penetration depth52. Upon lowering the tem-
perature to T & T ∗ (parameter set II), see Fig. 3(b) and
Fig. 3(f), the paramagnetic response at the edge becomes
locally suppressed and enhanced, forming a sequence of
local minima and maxima in the induced currents and
fields. The bulk response is on the other hand relatively
unaffected. Finally, as T < T ∗ (parameter set III), see
Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(g), the regions of minum current
turns into regions with reversed currents. The resulting
loop currents with clock-wise and anti-clockwise circu-
lations induces magnetic fluxes along the surface with
opposite signs between neighboring fluxes. The situation
for T < T ∗ in an external magnetic field can be compared
with the one in zero magnetic field displayed in Fig. 3(d)
and Fig. 3(h), and also discussed before in Ref. 25. In
the presence of the magnetic field, there is an imbalance
between positive and negative fluxes, while in zero exter-
nal magnetic field, the total induced flux integrated over
the grain area is zero.
Let us quantify the symmetry broken phase in a mag-
netic field by plotting the superfluid momentum defined
Set Temperature External magnetic field
(I) T = 0.182Tc > T
∗ Bext = 0.5Bg1
(II) T = 0.176Tc & T ∗ Bext = 0.5Bg1
(III) T = 0.17Tc < T
∗ Bext = 0.5Bg1
(IV) T = 0.17Tc < T
∗ Bext = 0
TABLE I. Sets of parameters used for presenting results. The
field scale Bg1 = Φ0/A corresponds to an external magnetic
flux through the grain area exactly equal to one flux quantum.
in Eq. (1), see Fig. 4. For T & T ∗ (parameter set II), the
amplitude of ps varies along the edge (coordinate x), see
Fig. 4(a), reflecting the varying paramagnetic response in
Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(f). For T < T ∗ (parameter set III),
sources and sinks have appeared pairwise together with a
saddle point disclination, see Fig. 4(b). The left disclina-
tions in the figure are not well developed because of the
proximity to the corner. Finally, in Fig. 4(c), we show
the vector field at a lower temperature when the chain of
sources, sinks, and saddle points are well established and
the magnitude of ps is large, much larger than in the inte-
rior part of the grain still experiencing diamagnetism. In
a magnetic field, the vector field far from the surface has
a preferred direction reflecting the diamagnetic response
of the interior grain. This shifts the sources and sinks
along the surface, as compared with the regular chain for
zero field in Fig. 1, and moves the saddle points to the
surface region.
From a vector field perspective,53,54 the edge sources
and sinks each have a Poincare´ index (winding number)
of n = 1/2. It is not n = 1 because they lie exactly on
the edge. On the other hand, the saddle point has index
n = −1. Thus, a motif with one edge source, one edge
sink, and one saddle point sum up to zero and annihilate
at T ∗. In the same fashion, increasing the magnetic field
strength, the motif gets smaller as the disclinations are
forced towards each other to match the superflow in the
bulk. However, the magnitude of ps near the surface due
to Meissner screening of the bulk is not large enough to
force an annihilation of the motifs. The broken symmetry
phase therefore survives the application of an external
magnetic field within the whole Meissner state, b ∈ [0, 1].
In Fig. 5 we show the superfluid momentum for a
higher field Bext = 1.5Bg1, in the mixed state where an
Abrikosov vortex resides in the grain center. We find that
also in this case the phase with edge loop currents sur-
vives. For higher fields, more vortices enter the grain (not
shown), still keeping the edge phase intact. However, the
exact configuration of Abrikosov vortices becomes geom-
etry dependent and the free energy landscape is very flat.
Therefore, the full investigation of the geometry depen-
dent phase diagram for very large fields is beyond the
scope of this paper.
Let us investigate further how the currents and mag-
netic fields are induced at T ∗. As we have seen, the
paramagnetic response and the spontaneously appearing
edge loop currents compete, as they both lead to shifts
of midgap Andreev states. As the temperature is low-
ered, the strength of the paramagnetic response increases
slowly and linearly, while the strength of the loop cur-
rents increases highly non-linearly. This is illustrated in
Fig. 6, by plotting the area-averaged current magnitude
j =
1
A
∫
d2R |j(R)|, (27)
as a function of temperature for the cases when Bext = 0
(solid line), Bext = 0.5Bg1 (dashed line), and for com-
parison also for a system without pair-breaking edges
7FIG. 3. (Color online) (a)–(d) Total current magnitude and (e)–(h) induced magnetic flux density for different temperatures
and external fields (see annotations). Lines and arrows have been added to illustrate the flow of the currents.
8FIG. 4. The superfluid momentum induced in an external magnetic field of Bext = 0.5Bg1 for lowering temperatures from top
to bottom. At the phase transition, source-sink-sadle-point motifs appear and separate along the edge breaking translational
invariance along the edge coordinate x. At the same time the magnitude |ps| grows large. Note the different color scales are
used in the subfigures in order to enhance visibility.
having only a diamagnetic response at Bext = 0.5Bg1
(dash-dotted line). The paramagnetic response is fully
suppressed at low temperatures T < T ∗. Such a sudden
disappearance of the paramagnetic response at a temper-
ature T ∗ should be experimentally measurable, for exam-
ple in the penetration depth or by using nano-squids55,56.
We show in Fig. 7(a) the total induced magnetic flux
through the grain
Φind =
∫
d2RBind(R), (28)
and in Fig. 7(b) the area-averaged order parameter mag-
nitude
∆d =
1
A
∫
d2R |∆d(R)|, (29)
both as functions of temperature for different values of
Bext. The figures also show results for a d-wave grain
without pair-breaking edges at Bext = 0.5Bg1 (dash-
dotted line). For better visibility, the latter results have
been scaled by a factor 0.4 and 0.9 in (a) and (b), re-
spectively. Two different trends are distinguishable in
the observables for T < T ∗ and T > T ∗, separated by
a “kink”. The induced magnetic flux through the grain
area decreases as T decreases down to T ∗ due to the in-
creasing paramagnetic response that competes with the
diamagnetic one. At T ∗, the inhomogeneous edge state
appear and starts competing with the paramagnetic re-
sponse. Thus, the total magnetic flux increases again. At
the same time the order parameter is partially healed.
9FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Superfluid momentum ps(R) and (b) the induced field Bind(R) at T = 0.1Tc < T
∗ and Bext =
1.5Bg1, with an Abrikosov vortex stabilized in the center of the grain. The penetration depth is larger than the size of the
grain, which means that the Abrikosov vortex is overlapping with the induced fluxes at the pair-breaking edges. The colormap
for the flux density has been chosen to show that the edge fluxes (red to blue colors) are similar to those in Fig. 3.
FIG. 6. (Color online) Area-averaged current magnitude
defined in Eq. (27), versus temperature, without any external
magnetic field (solid line), with an external magnetic field
of magnitude Bext = 0.5Bg1 (dashed line), and for a system
without pair-breaking edges at Bext = 0.5Bg1 (dash-dotted
line). The latter has only a diamagnetic response. Letters
(I)–(IV) indicate the parameter values corresponding to the
fields in Fig. 3, see Table I.
A. Phase transition and thermodynamics
The sudden changes with a discontinuity in the deriva-
tive as function of temperature of the total induced cur-
rent, the magnetic flux, as well as the order parameter
(Fig. 6-Fig. 7) indicate that there is a phase transition
occurring at the temperature T ∗. In zero external mag-
netic field, we showed in Ref. 25 that there is a second
order phase transition at T ∗, where both time-reversal
symmetry and continuous translational symmetry along
the edge are spontaneously broken. Let us now investi-
gate the thermodynamics in an external magnetic field
already explicitly breaking time-reversal symmetry.
In Fig. 8(a) we plot the free energy difference between
the superconducting and normal states ΩS−ΩN , defined
in Eq. (23), for external field B = 0.5Bg1 (red dashed
line) and for zero field (solid black line). For comparison,
we show the free energy difference for a purely real order
parameter in zero field (black fine line), i.e. without the
symmetry breaking edge loop currents. For T < T ∗, this
solution is not the global minimum of the free energy,
and we therefore refer to it as a meta-stable state. To
enhance the visibility of the differences in free energy be-
tween the possible solutions, we show in Fig. 8(b) the free
energy difference with respect to the metastable state,
i.e. ΩS −Ωms. The small slope in the red dashed line at
T > T ∗ in Fig. 8 (b) is caused by the shift of mid-gap
Andreev states due to the paramagnetic response, which
increases as T decreases. The phase transition tempera-
ture T ∗ for the second order phase transition can be iden-
tified with the ”knee” in the entropy difference defined in
10
FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) Temperature dependence of the
induced magnetic flux defined in Eq. (28). The solid lines
indicate, from bottom to top (colors purple to red), the ex-
ternal field magnitude from Bext = 0 to Bext = 0.5Bg1 in
steps of 0.05Bg1. The line corresponding to zero field lies ex-
actly at zero since there is an equal amount of positive and
negative fluxes induced in this case, see Fig. 3. Panel (b)
shows the area-averaged order parameter magnitude defined
in Eq. (29) versus temperature. Results are also shown for
a system without pair-breaking edges (dash-dotted line) at
Bext = 0.5Bg1, but scaled with a factor 0.4 and 0.9 in (a) and
(b), respectively.
Eq. (25), see Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 8(d). Since time-reversal
symmetry is already explicitly broken by the external
magnetic field, the phase transition signals breaking of
continuous translational symmetry and establishment of
the vector field ps with the chain of disclinations along
the edge, as shown in Fig. 4.
The knee in the entropy leads to a jump in the specific
heat, as shown in Fig. 8(e) and Fig. 8(f). The heat ca-
pacity is expressed in units of the heat capacity jump at
the normal-superconducting phase transition at Tc for a
bulk d-wave system
∆Cd =
2α
3
Ak2BTcNF , (30)
where
α =
8pi2
7ζ(3)
, (31)
with ζ being the Riemann-zeta function. The jump in
heat capacity at the phase transition is an edge-to-area
effect, and grows linearly as the sample becomes smaller.
The jump is roughly 4.5% of ∆Cd for the mesoscopic
A = 60×60ξ20 grain considered here, and grows as the size
of the grain is reduced. The phase transition temperature
T ∗ is extracted as a function of Bext as the midpoint
temperature of the jump in the specific heat. Fig. 9 shows
a phase diagram where the T ∗, extracted in this way from
the specific heat, is plotted versus external field strength
(crosses). We compare this with T ∗ extracted as the
minimum [the “kink”, see Fig. 7(a)] in the induced flux.
The small lowering of T ∗ with increased Bext is caused
by the competing paramagnetic response.
From the above it is clear that the phase with edge
loop-currents shows extreme robustness against an exter-
nal magnetic field in the whole Meissner region (Bext ≤
Bg1). The magnitude of the spontaneously formed su-
perfluid momentum ps at the edge grows nonlinearly
to be very large for T < T ∗, fueled by the lowering of
the free energy by Doppler shifts of the flat band of An-
dreev surface states. The corresponding correction to ps
due to the process of screening of the external magnetic
field, is in comparison small. Thereby, T ∗ is not dra-
matically shifted in a magnetic field and the symmetry
broken phase below T ∗ is robust.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have used the quasiclassical theory of supercon-
ductivity to study mesoscopic superconducting grains
with pair-breaking edges. Using this method, a phase
which spontaneously breaks translational symmetry and
T -symmetry was found in our previous study25 and we
have in this paper discussed the magnetic field depen-
dent thermodynamics in detail. We have shown that the
phase should be quantified in terms of its order parame-
ter, the vector field ps(R), which contains edge sources
and sinks, as well as saddle point disclinations. At these
points ∇ × ps 6= 0. We have studied how an external
magnetic field in both the Meissner state (Bext < Bc1)
and the mixed state (Bc1 < Bext < Bc2) affects this
phase, and in particular, how the transition temperature
T ∗ into this phase varies with the intensity of the exter-
nal field. Above T ∗, the external field gives rise to the
usual diamagnetic Meissner current in the bulk sample,
and a paramagnetic response along pair-breaking edges.
The paramagnetic current is carried by quasiparticles
(midgap states), typically survives a coherence length
into the sample, and gives rise to a tiny Doppler shift
of mid-gap states that competes with the loop-current
phase. As the temperature approaches T ∗, two types of
nodes form where the paramagnetic response is locally
suppressed and enhanced. As the temperature is low-
ered below T ∗, current loops appears at the nodes with
opposite circulations in neighboring loops. The loop cur-
rent strength increases highly non-linearly, suppressing
the paramagnetic response. As the strength of the exter-
nal magnetic field increases, the size of the Doppler shift
due to the paramagnetic response grows linearly. There-
fore, T ∗ decreases slightly as the magnitude of the ex-
ternal field increases. The influence of the external field,
and in particular the sudden disappearance of the para-
magnetic response, leads to observables which we argue
should be visible in experiment. For example the “kink”
in the total induced flux at the T ∗. The vortices should
be directly observable with recently developed scanning
probes55,56, and the sudden disappearance of the para-
magnetic response should to be observable with nano-
SQUIDS and possibly in penetration-depth experiments.
Furthermore, the large jump in heat capacity at the phase
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FIG. 8. (Color online) (a)–(b) free energy, (c)–(d) entropy, and (e)–(f) specific heat capacity, versus temperature. The lines
correspond to a system with purely real order parameter without edge currents (black fine line), a system with spontaneous
edge currents in zero magnetic field (black solid line), and in a finite external field B = 0.5Bg1 (red dashed line). In the
lower panels (b), (d), and (f), the quantities have been subtracted by the corresponding values of the system with a purely
real order parameter, the meta-stable (ms) state. The heat capacity is normalized by the heat capacity jump in the normal-
superconducting phase transition for a bulk d-wave system, denoted ∆Cd.
FIG. 9. (Color online) Phase diagram of the d-wave super-
conductor with pair breaking edges, showing the transition
temperature T ∗ to a state with spontaneously broken con-
tinuous translational symmetry versus the external magnetic
flux density. The crosses show T ∗ extraced from the jump in
the specific heat in Fig. 8(e), while the open circles show T ∗
extracted from the minimum of the total induced magnetic
flux in Fig. 7(a).
transition should be observable with nanocalorimetry57.
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